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One of the largest obstacles to faair globalizatio
on is the freee exchange off ideas. Unforrtunately,
western media outle
ets dominate the marketp
place of ideas,, unconscioussly enforcing their writing
conven
ntions and intellectual norm
ms. Although some scholaars toiling in liinguistics havve tried to
bring atttention to ho
ow differentlyy knowledge is exchangedd outside of th
he West, littlee attention
has bee
en paid to the
eir work, either inside their discipline o r out. This is a real loss beecause some
of the work
w
is terrific.
One of the best such
h works is The
e Geopolitics of Academic Writing, which reviews th
he practices
of westtern scholarlyy journals and
d university publishers, "exxposing the in
nequalities in the way
academ
mic knowledge is constructted and legitimized." In a ffascinating mix of personaal anecdote
and sch
holarly researrch, the Sri Lankan professsor of literatu re and compo
osition A. Surresh
Canagaarajah describ
bes the challenges facing scholars from the "peripheery" ‐‐ Asia, Affrica, and
Latin America ‐‐ in getting their work
w
into "cen
nter" journalss and books ‐‐ published and edited by
eans and Ame
ericans. His an
nalysis of how
w such schola rs fall afoul o
of EuroAmericcan
Europe
conven
ntions is insigh
htful and imp
portant.
As one of his first exxamples, Canaagarajah detaails his own p rocess of gettting his first aarticle
publish
hed in a U.S. jo
ournal. The sheer numberr of economicc constraints h
he labored un
nder will be
familiarr to many non
n‐western authors. Canagaarajah knew tthe titles of rrelevant scholarly articles
but had
d no way of getting them in Sri Lanka. He
H had to abaandon the firsst draft of his article when
fleeing his war‐torn village in Jafffna and later had to purch ase paper on
n the black maarket to type
up the new draft. Th
he expense off shipping the
e three copiess that the jou
urnal required
d was
enormo
ous. Yet, Ame
erican editorss informed him
m that he muust resubmit tthe essay on w
white paper
in printt from a laser printer ‐‐ botth requireme
ents were imppossible for him to fulfill. In
n fact,
Canagaarajah debate
ed handwriting his submisssion since it w
would be clearer than the iink from his
universsity's ancient typewriter.
The dee
eper obstacle
es, however, were
w
the edittors' expectattions that he would write in a certain
discourrse, make a ce
ertain kind off argument, and structure his essay in a particular sttyle, one that
was not "Sri Lankan"" but EuroAm
merican. To illu
ustrate his pooint, Canagarrajah reproduces his first
U.S. reaaders' review
ws and deconsstructs their perspectives
p
oon his work. H
He does not ccastigate
them; he
h just showss how radically the reviewe
ers' opinions differed from
m those of hiss own
intellecctual tradition
n. He revised the article acccording to thheir suggestio
ons, drasticallyy reducing
the perrsonal comme
entary and po
olitical statem
ments. The puublished articlle then circulated among
his colle
eagues at his Sri Lankan un
niversity, who
o thought thee article was aanemic, borin
ng, and
arrogan
nt, pointing to
o the very passages he had
d added or chhanged for th
he EuroAmerican
reviewe
ers. Canagaraajah's subsequ
uent analysis of center andd periphery p
perspectives o
on good

writing is unique, rich with observations about writing style and structure. It illuminates how
periphery scholars might think about writing for center journals while retaining their own voices.
Canagarajah, who now teaches at Baruch College in New York, is particularly eloquent about the
unfair mining of periphery scholars' thoughts. He starts the book with a front‐page New York
Times story from April, 1997 that declares five EuroAmerican professors had "discovered" a
species of dinosaur in China. The story does mention the Chinese farmer who found the bones;
he was educated enough to know what they were and smart enough to sell them to the local
university. But his name and the date he found them goes unmentioned. The article also doesn't
mention the names of the Chinese professors who had been studying the bones before the U.S.
scholars came along! Rather, the New York Times article suggests that the westerners deserved
the credit for a discovery they heard about from the Chinese at a conference.
Canagarajah gives more personal examples, as well, describing Sri Lankan scholars whose
careers suffered after their ideas were borrowed by EuroAmerican scholars who were visiting
the country for a few weeks. Not only do center scholars become famous for ideas they take
from periphery cultures and periphery scholars, but center journals force periphery scholars to
cite these center scholars as the innovators of those same ideas.

While many have written about EuroAmerican intellectual imperialism, most of their books are
theoretical. Few have Canagarajah's vividness, which makes the disjuncture real through the
biographies of his colleagues and friends, through detailed descriptions of Sri Lankan university
department talks and debates and through his own lived experience. Most academic books are
not beautifully written. His is. It a triumph over the depersonalization and casual citation that
mars so much center scholarship.
The real question, then, is why you haven't heard of this book and why it hasn't won the awards
that it deserves? I know about this book only because I came across it at the library two months
ago while searching for another book entirely. Perhaps we can have some sense for why his
scholarship might be overlooked if we look to the few reviews of Canagarajah's book. The two
scholars, James Salvo (PDF) and Melissa Hussain, who give positive reviews of the book are
constrained by the theoretical language of the center. They do not bring in their own
experiences or those of their friends, and they cannot afford to be memorably enthusiastic. The
one scholar who gives a negative review seems like a caricature of the center scholars that
Canagarajah analyzes: self‐involved and defensive. Kenneth R. Hall's dismissal of Canagarajah's
book as repetitive is an example of the center's condescension to alternative structural
conventions.
So, let me step out of the EuroAmerican academic straitjacket here. The Geopolitics of Academic
Writing is a book unlike any you have ever read. Anyone interested in globalization and higher
education should read it. Canagarajah's book is the first that I have read that captures the real
difficulties periphery scholars have in bringing their incredible research to light, the first comfort
I have found for scholars on the periphery who endure so much to publish their rich research.
So, if you are a periphery scholar, read this book for the affirmation and knowledge it will bring
you. If you are a center editor, read it to learn how you can make yourself and your journal more
open to the extraordinary diversity of thought and expression that marks the twenty‐first
century. You owe it to yourself.
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